
Men's low hiking shoes TECNICA-Magma S GTX Ms black/dusty lava

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
40 2/3 751114 8050459825626 3+
41,5 751115 8050459825633 1 ks
42 751116 8050459825640 2 ks
43 1/3 751118 8050459825664 3+
44 751119 8050459825671 2 ks
44,5 751120 8050459825688 3+
45 751121 8050459825695 3+
45 2/3 751122 8050459825701 3+
46,5 779320 8050459825718 2 ks
47 770519 8050459825725 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 189.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. Magna trail shoes are designed for hiking, running and climbing in all types of technical
mountain terrain. Trail shoes fall into the All-mountain category. These trail shoes for nature are a true amphibian.
They provide a high level of grip on various types of terrain and protection of the feet against hard surfaces, rocks
or sharp stones. At the same time, these running shoes for the forest are extremely comfortable and will give you a
natural feeling when running. Quick acceleration is guaranteed by the rocker of the midsole and the unique rounded
shape of the toe.

Men's all-mountain boots adapt perfectly to the feet, have classic lacing and adhere well to the foot. The larger cut
hem guarantees comfort and freedom of movement of the foot even during the most dynamic movements on rocks
or in rugged terrain. The unique pattern of the multi-layer sole is inspired by the design of MTB enduro tires made
with Vibram Litebase technology and Megagrip compound rubber, which offers optimal grip on all surfaces, both dry
and wet, both downhill and uphill. The extremely wide shape of the heel will help you in this, which guarantees
stability. Two rubber stabilizing ribs on each side ensure balance during hard braking even on rubble, gravel and
loose stones. These trail shoes can be molded to fit the runner in the heel and arch area. The inner insole of the
shoe is pre-shaped.
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The advantage of Tecnica Magma shoes is the Gore-Tex membrane, which is a guarantee of comfort even in damp
or wet environments. The hiking boots are nevertheless sufficiently breathable.

Product details:

men's trail shoes for running in the field
all-mountain
suitable for hiking, running and climbing
high grip in both dry and wet terrain
natural feeling when running
the shape of the toe and the rocker guarantee quick reactivity of the shoes for accelerations and
decelerations
classic lacing
larger, deeper hem for great freedom of movement of the foot
unique design of the Vibram Litebase multi-layer sole with Megagrip rubber
wide base under the heel - great braking even on gravel or stones
balanced and adaptable
preformed inner liner
CAS shaping - malleable heel and arch
Gore-tex membrane

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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